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Cover letter 
 
To the supervisors, reviewers and Open University, 
Please find enclosed a selection of peer-reviewed published papers which I am submitting for 
consideration for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy by Published Work. This selection of 
papers constitutes a unified group of work on the theme of Discovering and Monitoring 
Antarctic Wildlife Populations by Remote Sensing. This is a recent field of study and one in 
which I have been fortunate enough to make a significant contribution.  
The study of Antarctic wildlife is often logistically difficult; extreme weather conditions, poor 
transport links and the size of the continent make fieldwork challenging, expensive, and, in 
some cases, dangerous. Many regions of the continent are remote and distant from regularly 
visited research stations, so are still poorly explored. Previous wildlife monitoring studies have 
tended to be based close to scientific research stations, the distribution of which is uneven and 
clustered into a limited number of bio-geographic regions, which has left us with a biased and 
relatively poor knowledge of the population and distribution of many species of Antarctic 
vertebrates. The use of satellite remote sensing which can be low cost, frequent, and ubiquitous 
has allowed me to study wildlife in remote sites and to upscale existing point datasets into 
regional estimates.   
There is a pressing need for better information on Antarctic wildlife populations, this originates 
from two factors: the impacts of regional climate change on Southern Ocean predator 
populations; and, the impacts of commercial fishing for Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) on 
krill-eating predators. Recent increases in krill harvesting mean that we urgently require better 
estimates of krill-eating vertebrate population sizes allowing better estimates of krill 
consumption rates. We also need better estimates of predator distribution and estimates of their 
population trajectories to enable sustainable harvesting, including the spatial management of 
fisheries. 
Generating estimates of vertebrate populations in the Antarctic by remote-sensing methods is 
made easier by the lack of vegetation and absence of terrestrial mammalian predators, meaning 
that seabirds and seals have no need to hide to the degree often found in other systems, burrow 
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or camouflage their breeding sites. Many species therefore have a high visible contrast with 
their surrounding environment and often breed colonially in large groups, which, along with 
the lack of obscuring vegetation, makes them more easily visible by remote sensing. These 
characteristics mean that seabirds and seals in the Antarctic are potentially more-simple to 
count than in any other region of the globe. 
The urgent requirement to quantify wildlife populations and the high visibility of those 
populations to satellites, make Antarctic wildlife ideal candidates for census by remote sensing. 
The scientific field of wildlife and conservation remote sensing is expanding rapidly. When I 
started my work the number of papers using satellite imagery to map or estimate the abundance 
of Antarctic wildlife was limited, with one paper on emperor penguins and two papers on Adélie 
penguins which dated back to the 1980’s. These papers were methodological papers studying a 
limited number of colonies and none of the techniques were deemed robust enough to provide 
realistic population data at the time of publication. Likewise the use of Very High spatial 
Resolution (VHR) imagery for census work was almost unknown. The papers introduced here 
developed new techniques that are accurate enough for robust population estimates using 
medium and VHR imagery. Critically, as well as developing those techniques the work also 
applied them to broad areas; in the case of emperor penguins enabling continent-wide 
population assessment of wildlife by direct observation for the first time. Today the techniques 
and principles laid out in the papers below have been applied to many other species co-driven 
in-part by the ever-higher resolution of satellite imagery; which allows new species to be 
monitored as greater resolution becomes available.  
My expertise is in the application of remote sensing techniques and the construction of image-
processing algorithms to answer ecological questions about abundance and population change. 
This, coupled with ecological knowledge from my co-authors, has meant that I have been able 
to make a significant contribution to the field, which has, and will in future, enable more robust 
estimates of resilience to climate change and enable more accurate assessment of harvesting 
quotas for ecosystem-based management of Southern Ocean fisheries. Having now published a 
number of signature papers in the field I feel that I am in an excellent position to drive forward 
the science to new species and subjects in and beyond Antarctica. 
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The theme of wildlife remote sensing runs through all of the seven submitted articles 
introduced here, these papers provide a small selection of the 48 refereed published papers of 
which I have lead-authored (14) or co-authored (34).  
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Direct Satellite Remote Sensing of Wildlife 
 
1. Introduction  
1.1 Satellite remote sensing overview 
Over the past four decades Satellite Remote Sensing (SRS) data have been used to 
effectively assess some of the greatest challenges to biodiversity; the threat of climate 
change, habitat loss, overexploitation and the effects of invasive species (Horning 2010). 
Satellites collect data on many physical characteristics of the environmental that can be 
used to inform stakeholders of land use, environmental change and habitat (Lillesand et al.  
2008). The data collected by these satellite platforms offers repeatable, standardized 
information in a cost effective manner, which, subject to cloud cover and tasking 
limitations, can be gathered over large areas, anywhere, regardless of remoteness, 
accessibility or geopolitical boundaries. Many satellites provide long and comprehensive 
time series of these data that can be used to effectively monitor environmental change and 
SRS methods have become widely used across a variety of applications and spatial and 
temporal scales ranging from crops assessment to measuring deforestation. One of the most 
commonly used methods is by categorizing the red edge of vegetation (Tucker 1980) (and 
of plankton in the sea (Platt 1986)), which can generate simple effective indices that 
categorize vegetation or vegetation assemblages. On land, vegetation has been mapped 
effectively by satellite since the beginning of the Landsat era over four decades ago, whilst 
in the marine environment, platforms such as SeaWiFs and MODIS have been collecting 
ocean colour data since the late 1970s. Other physical characteristics such as winds, 
currents, elevation, temperature, and rainfall data are routinely collected by satellite and 
can be used to help determine an area’s biological diversity (Turner et al.  2003,Turner 
2014, Pettorelli et al.  2014). A review of the uses of remote sensing for monitoring 
biodiversity in 2007 (Leyequien et al.  2007) divided the use into five categories; habitat 
suitability, photosynthetic productivity, multi-temporal patterns, structural properties of 
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habitat and forage quality, but there was no mention of the direct observation of 
biodiversity using SRS. 
Until recently the spatial resolution of satellite data has not been fine enough to discern 
individual animals on the ground, so direct observation has not been possible (Turner et al.  
2003). This has meant that remotely sensed measurement of biodiversity and abundance 
has been indirect; calculations are based on estimating available habitat rather than directly 
counting the animals themselves. But the rapid advancement of sensor technology has 
improved resolution to a degree that direct observation is now possible for many larger 
bodied species. 
The aim of this review is therefore to chart the development of direct satellite remote 
sensing of wildlife and to discuss its use, advantages and disadvantages, and future 
direction. 
 
1.2 Why count? 
Direct estimates of wildlife abundance are urgently needed for a variety of reasons 
including: 
A) Species status assessments: Assessing population size and monitoring change is a 
fundamental component of conservation status assessments, such as those of the 
IUCN red list (IUCN 2015). It is particularly challenging for large, widely 
distributed species. SRS may facilitate better status assessments for these species. 
B) Identifying important wildlife sites: The distribution of populations across 
landscapes is heterogeneous. Identifying sites which are of particular importance to 
populations of wide-ranging target species from the ground is problematic. SRS 
gives the potential of long-term assessments of sites of principal importance to 
target species. Important wildlife areas need to be identified in order to best 
preserve vulnerable species and areas of high biodiversity (Mittermeier et al.  
1998). These areas can then be given extra protection, designated as protected 
areas and conservation and monitoring efforts can be concentrated on them . For 
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examples see Birdlife International’s Important Bird Areas (Harris et al.  2011), or 
WWF’s RaCeR project (Christie &Sommerkorn 2012). Additionally, for those 
species that migrate, knowledge of breeding, migration routes and life histories are 
important as threats may often occur outside protected areas (Hall et al.  2009, 
Alerstam and Lindström 1990). This is especially true of birds and marine life that 
conduct long migrations and many species’ routes and breeding grounds are 
unknown. Many ecological processes occur at scales beyond which it is possible to 
study from the Earth’s surface. SRS provides an opportunity to do this and in the 
process facilitate sustainable management of natural resources. For example the 
Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources 
(CCAMLR, https://www.ccamlr.org/) in the Southern Ocean uses higher trophic 
level indicator species to monitor ecosystem health in order to set fishing quotas 
within sustainable limits. To do this accurate abundance estimates and an 
understanding of ecosystem dynamics is required. CCAMLR is beginning to use 
SRS to fulfil this requirement. 
C) Assessing large-scale responses to anthropogenic activity, including climate 
change: Human impact on wildlife is increasing (Vitousek et al.  1997, Halpern et al.  
2008, Wackernagel & Rees 1998). Increasing human population and standard of 
living leaves less space and resources for biodiversity. Habitat loss, pollution, 
overexploitation of natural resources and ecosystem services, introduction of alien 
species, and the unbalancing of ecosystems threaten many species and communities 
(Trathan et al. 2011). Monitoring both the threat and the resultant change, at 
environmental and species level, is urgently required and satellite observations can 
play a crucial part in this. Although at local scales this impact is well studied, the 
global nature of human impacts, including in areas remote from human access, 
require tools for scales from regional to global (Vitousek et al.  1997). The effects of 
climate change are a case in point. Understanding the effects of climate change on 
biodiversity will be dependent on an ability to study species’ responses at very 
large spatial and relatively long temporal scales. 
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1.3 Traditional methods 
The need for direct abundance measurements has traditionally been met by high spatial 
resolution surveys that are either ground-based, ship-based or flown from aircraft. Each of 
these techniques has advantages and limitations; ground surveys can be accurate over small 
areas but are impractical for larger studies and have inherent scaling errors. They are often 
limited to areas that are logistically easy to reach, which in turn can lead to bias. Ship 
surveys, attempting to estimate pelagic or surface sea life abundance, are often expensive, of 
limited accuracy and subject to the same scaling errors. Aerial surveys are widely used, 
both for terrestrial and marine targets, but these can also be expensive to conduct over 
large areas and contain a degree of risk: in recent years there have been at least 13 fatalities 
in air crashes during cetacean surveys (Vicky Rowntree pers. comms.). Aerial surveys are 
limited by the availability of planes and airstrips; some remote locations are beyond the 
range of most light aircraft. In some cases where abundance estimates are required over 
very large areas, fine scale aerial survey has been combined with habitat models to upscale 
to population level (e.g.Klien & Kuzyakin 1982), in a few cases very large surveys over 
many thousands of square kilometres have been completed. One such example is the recent 
South Gobi aerial census which surveyed 150,000 km2 of desert by small aircraft in 2013 
(see http://southgobi2013.countingstuff.org/census-zone/). Direct aerial survey has been 
most common for ungulates, and cetaceans, although other taxa such as seabirds (especially 
for impact assessment of offshore wind farms), elephants and larger feline species have been 
targeted. 
In polar environments the remote and inaccessible nature of the environment has meant 
that the use of aerial survey has been extensive if infrequent. Such surveys have been 
conducted on a number of species including pygoscelis penguins (Stonehouse 1969, 
Woehler 1993, Southwell & Emmerson 2013) emperor penguins (Aptenodytes forsteri) 
(Hempel & Stonehouse 1987, Kooyman & Mullins 1990), seabirds (Buckland et al.  2012), 
elephant seals (Mirounga leonina) (Campagna et al.  1992), ice seals (Ackley et al.  2006), 
walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) (Estes & Gilbert 1978, Gilbert 1989), polar bears (Ursus 
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maritimus) (Evans et al.  2003, Monnett et al.  2006, Wiig & Derocher 1999) and reindeer 
(Rangifer tarandus) (Nellemann et al.  2001, Vistnes et al.  2008, Klein & Kuzyakin 1982).  
Aerial survey is also common in marine environments, especially for whales and other large 
mammals. It is the most common survey technique in the USA for Marine Mammal Stock 
Assessment reports (Eberhardt et al.  1979), which have to be completed each year for each 
species in each state. Cetacean survey presents a number of additional problems in 
estimating total abundance as animals underwater are often indistinct in imagery, only 
spending a short percentage of their time near the surface and so only a subset of the 
population will be seen at any time. 
The techniques and spatial resolution of aerial census vary depending upon target species 
and survey requirements, some surveys are photographic, whilst others rely on manual 
counters recording their observations. Over time these survey techniques have been refined 
and standardized so that for some taxa, such as cetaceans (Garner et al.  1998) and seabirds 
(Camphuysen et al.  2004) there are comprehensive guidelines. 
 
2. The history of Direct Observation of wildlife by 
satellite imagery 
The first applications of direct observation from satellites to monitor wildlife started in the 
1980’s, but its use has accelerated markedly in the last four years. This acceleration has 
been facilitated by the increasing spatial resolution of satellite sensors and accessibility to 
cheap or free imagery, such as the Landsat archive, that became open access in 2008. A 
timeline highlighting scientific publications using the method is shown in figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 The number of scientific papers and published reports on the direct and semi-direct remote sensing of wildlife by satellite (identified in Google Scholar, 
Web of Science and from cross referencing literature citations), each icon represents one paper. This timeline displays both the rapid rise in the number of 
publications in the last four years and the diversification of techniques to other species. This acceleration has been facilitated by the increasing spatial resolution 
of VHR imagery and open access to Landsat data. 
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2.1 Monitoring penguins by satellite remote sensing 
2.1.1 Semi-direct observation of penguins from Landsat 
 
Horning (2010) reviewed approaches to monitoring biodiversity abundance by satellite and 
divided the field into direct and indirect observation. Indirect observation tends to rely on 
identifying suitable habitat and from that extrapolating population (Leyequien et al.  2007), whilst 
direct observation counts the animals themselves. There is however a third alternative 
distinction, not differentiated in previous work; that of identifying the presence of animals by 
indications of how they alter their surrounding environment. By identifying these tell-tale signals 
in satellite imagery, presence and sometimes abundance information can be gained. These 
methods are neither truly direct, as they do not target the biota themselves, nor indirect sensu 
Horning (2010). Here I use the term semi-direct to refer to them.  
Several novel techniques have been used to detect the presence of wildlife in remotely sensed 
images without directly measuring the animals themselves. Seabird colonies have been the 
primary target, as large congregations of densely packed birds alter the surrounding environment 
in a number of ways. The first successful attempt to utilize remote sensing in this way was in the 
1980s when it was discovered that penguin guano could be identified in Landsat imagery 
(Schwaller et al 1984, 1987, 1989). These studies showed that Adélie penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae) 
guano had an unusual spectral signature in the short wave infra-red and this signal could be 
isolated from the surrounding environment in Landsat imagery. Analysis of three colonies in the 
Ross Sea area suggested that penguin colonies could be automatically identified using this 
technique and, as there was a good statistical match between the area of the staining and 
historical population counts, abundance estimates could be calculated from the imagery. Two 
factors however limited the usefulness of Schwaller’s initial technique; firstly the cost of Landsat 
imagery in the mid-1980s was very high (~$500 per scene), and secondly penguin ecologists 
knew that the whole guano-covered area of a rookery was not a good indicator of the colony size, 
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for although this area did not change, the number of penguins within it each year could vary 
considerably on an annual basis (Woehler & Riddle 1998). 
Other indicators of large seabird colonies were also developed using Landsat imagery. In the 
Arctic where seabirds tend to be cliff dwelling, the guano signal was a less useful indicator of 
presence, as most birds defecated before returning to the nest and a downwards looking satellite 
would not be suitable for looking at cliffs. Here the signal used to indicate seabird presence was 
an increase in vegetation below the cliffs (Williams & Dowdeswell 1998).  The study analysed 
Landsat 5 TM images of Franz Joseph Land in the Russian High Arctic and identified colonies of 
a number of seabird species. They used the locations of 100 known bird colonies, finding 96 of 
them from the increased vegetation signal and identifying another 300 probable sites. 
In 2009 a continental scale study of emperor penguins was published using SRS (Fretwell 
&Trathan 2009). This work identified colony locations by finding the red/brown guano stain of 
emperor penguin colonies on sea ice using Landsat ETM+ imagery. Previous estimates of the 
number and location of colonies for this species had been very poor (Woehler 1993, Wienecke 
2010) and this study was the first to comprehensively map emperor distribution and the first 
continental scale study of its kind for any species. Ten new colony locations were identified 
(bringing the total to 38 known sites) and many other site coordinates were refined. The study 
was aided by NASA making the archive of Landsat imagery freely available in 2008 (Fig 1) and 
paved the way for further continental scale studies of penguins by SRS. 
Freely available Landsat imagery was utilized to map the locations of Adélie penguins in 2013 
(Schwaller et al.  2013) around all of continental Antarctica other than the Antarctic Peninsula 
region. This survey used ground-truthing from new aerial surveys in East Antarctica (Southwell 
et al.  2013, Southwell & Emmerson 2013). Like the emperor penguin survey, many new colonies 
were found and further assessment between the size of the guano staining and population 
numbers showed that the estimated population of Adélies in several regions, such as the 
Amundsen Sea sector had been seriously underestimated.  
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Parallel to this work, scientists funded by the German Environment Ministry were also assessing 
the possibility of using satellite imagery to assess pygoscelis penguins (Mustafa et al.  2012). A 
detailed internal report was published which trialled a number of resources, including Landsat 7, 
VHR imagery, and tested the applicability of Radar imagery to detect colonies. The group tested 
manual interpretation and several automated techniques for defining the area of guano staining at 
six sites around the continent. Their conclusions suggested that Landsat data were successful at 
finding and delineating larger pygoscelis colonies, but higher spatial resolution imagery would be 
needed if the aim was to identify changes in the area of guano, or to identify smaller colonies. 
The Schwaller et al. (2013) survey had omitted the Antarctic Peninsula as this region is generally 
more vegetated and several other penguin species and a greater diversity of flying seabirds 
coexist with Adélies making the ground-truthing from East Antarctica unrepresentative. In 2014 
a publication compared the spectral signature of guano samples taken from Adélie penguin 
colonies against a library of geological and vegetation spectra and found that the signature was 
unique (Fretwell et al.  2014). Using a single Landsat 7 ETM+ scene in a well surveyed area 
around Marguerite Bay that contained a number of known Adélie colonies these authors used a 
target finding algorithm to identify areas of guano. The results highlighted the fact that the 
guano signal was easily differentiated from vegetation, but that the method identified not only the 
Adélie penguin colonies but also a number of other seabird colony locations including Antarctic 
fulmars (Fulmarus glacialoides) and Antarctic shags (Phalacrocorax atriceps). It also picked out a 
location that was a known moulting site for Adélies.  They concluded that a spectral signature 
from Landsat data could be used very successfully to find guano, however, it should not be 
assumed that the guano belonged to Adélie, or other penguins or even that it was associated with 
a currently occupied breeding site. There remains a need for further work on the guano spectra or 
other methods to enable differentiation between species. 
 
2.2.2 Very High Resolution satellite studies of penguins 
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The first use of higher spatial resolution imagery for penguin study was by Guinet et al. (1995) 
studying king penguins (Aptenodytes patagonicus) on Ile aux Cochons in the Crozet Archipelago 
(Guinet et al.  1995). A single panchromatic SPOT image at 10m spatial resolution was used to 
identify and map a large king penguin colony. The identified area was compared to the area 
surveyed previously by ground based methods and a 56% increase in area was documented. The 
particular colony surveyed was very large (the world’s largest king penguin colony with 
~700,000 birds), but the authors noted that with the planned increase in spatial resolution that 
the technique of satellite survey would be a useful future methodology for other, smaller colonies. 
By the early 2000s the emphasis had moved to emperor penguins. Kooyman’s team at Scripps 
Research Institute led the way in using Digital Globe VHR imagery (Sanchez & Kooyman 2004, 
Barber-Meyer et al.  2008). Unlike the Landsat imagery, the VHR data had enough spatial 
resolution to differentiate between guano and the birds themselves, although in areas of heavy 
staining, or locations where the colony stayed in the same spot over the whole season this became 
more difficult. Like the king penguin work this study primarily used the higher spatial resolution 
panchromatic data, although in this case a supervised classification technique was used to 
automatically find the area of penguins. Results for the initial study were mixed, the use of the 
panchromatic band in the classification led to problems differentiating penguins from shadow and 
heavy guano staining, leading the authors to restrict their population classification to only two 
groups: <3,000 birds and >5,000 birds.  
One of the drawbacks of using VHR imagery is that it is not ubiquitous, but needs to be tasked, 
and the relatively high cost and large data volumes make whole continent surveys difficult. 
However the 2009 Landsat survey that highlighted the location and distribution of emperor 
colonies (Fretwell and Trathan 2009) heralded the possibility of using the coarser, but ubiquitous 
Landsat data to find colonies, and once found, using the VHR data to count them. The problem 
was that the method of using just the panchromatic band did not return precise enough results to 
give good population data. This problem was addressed by pansharpening the data and doing the 
same classification used by Barber-Meyer et al. (2008) on the higher spatial resolution 
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pansharpened colour imagery. This method gave much better results and, in most cases where the 
image quality was good, returned plausibly accurate results. In a landmark paper in 2012 
scientists from the UK, USA and Australia published a global population estimate for emperor 
penguins based of remote sensing (Fretwell et al.  2012). Satellite data were analysed for every 
breeding location of emperor penguins around the continent. The VHR satellite data, a mixture of 
Worldview2 and Quickbird imagery, were taken within a two month window of a single breeding 
season. This work was believed to be the first census of a whole species from space. Semi-synoptic 
ground truthing from 11 aerial and ground counts were used to assess the density of penguin 
huddles, the work continued the discovery of new colonies that started with the Landsat work, 
now using a mixture of new Landsat imagery and the “quicklooks” provided by the commercial 
satellite provider DigitalGlobe. The result was the discovery of four new colonies and the 
confirmation of several previously suspected sites, bringing the total number of known breeding 
locations analysed to 46. The population estimate raised the estimate of breeding pairs from 
135,000-175,000 to ~238,000 pairs which the authors estimated translated to a total breeding 
population of 595,000 birds, approximately double the previous estimate. 
The finding of so many new colonies in unsurveyed and unexpected locations, and being able to 
access imagery on a yearly basis has also given rise to several new findings about the behaviour of 
emperors, such as colony movement (LaRue et al.  2014), re-establishment of colonies and 
breeding on ice-shelves (Ancel et al.  2014, Fretwell et al.  2014). Some such behaviours had been 
suggested (Trathan et al. 2011) but others were new. 
Study of how VHR imagery could improve knowledge for other penguin species was being 
conducted in parallel with the remote sensing work on emperors. The higher spatial resolution of 
various VHR satellite sensors was being trialled to assess how it could improve pygoscelis 
penguin assessment and whether it could alleviate some of the problems associated with the 
coarser pixels of the Landsat imagery. The first two papers using VHR imagery to look at the 
guano stained areas of pygoscelis penguins were published in 2012 (Naveen & Lynch 2012, Lynch 
et al. 2012). Both papers used the visible wavelengths of the imagery, and especially the higher 
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spatial resolution of the panchromatic band. The first of these studies looked at the large 
chinstrap (Pygoscelis antarctica) colonies at Deception Island in the South Shetland Islands. The 
second paper concentrated on the Adélie penguins of Paulet Island on the Eastern Side of the 
Peninsula. Both papers employed a simple methodology of manually digitizing around the darker 
guano stained area in the high spatial resolution imagery and applying a density estimate to the 
areas of penguins to estimate numbers. The advantage of the higher spatial resolution imagery 
was that unlike the Landsat data, in the VHR imagery the sub-colony areas could be identified, 
which helped refine the accuracy of the method. Earlier work had already noted that the total 
guano covered area was a poor indicator of population, as the number of penguins within the 
colony varied annually but the area of the overall colony stayed the same. However, the sub-
colonies inside each penguin rookery had more consistent densities (Woehler and Riddle 1998) 
and this could be used effectively to estimate populations with some accuracy by measuring the 
areas of the sub colonies and applying a density estimate. So the ability to pick out just the sub 
colony area of breeding penguins, rather than the whole guano stained area made population 
estimates much more robust than the earlier Landsat work. This method of using panchromatic 
VHR data and manually digitizing colony outlines was used subsequently in estimating the 
population of the Adélie penguin colony on Beaufort Island in the Ross Sea (LaRue et al.  2013).  
The problem of automating a procedure to reduce the effort required for manual digitization was 
addressed by LaRue et al.  (2014) who applied the classification techniques used successfully on 
emperor penguins to Adélie penguin rookeries. The result found that satellite estimates from 
automated classification were highly correlated with the manually digitized polygons, but that 
although there was a strong correlation between guano area and Adélie penguin abundance, 
residual variability in the nesting density still produced relatively wide prediction intervals. 
A second paper published almost concurrently with the LaRue et al. (2014) study also used a 
supervised maximum classification likelihood analysis on VHR imagery to demark the extent of 
Adélie penguin sub colonies (Waluda et al.  2014). Interestingly the site chosen on Signy Island 
had a mixture of chinstrap and Adélie penguins. Previous field records had shown that when 
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penguin chicks hatch the guano changed colour to a deep red hue. The exact reason for this 
change was unknown, but it was realised that it could be used to differentiate species as Adélie 
chicks hatched well before other species. Careful timing of satellite image acquisition just after 
Adélie chicks hatched displayed their locations with a deep pink guano colouration, but the 
chinstrap chicks were still incubating and had much paler guano staining. This enabled 
differentiation between species in the automated supervised classification of the VHR imagery. 
Using the results of the LaRue methodology and the new distribution data from the Schwaller et 
al. (2013) paper a full-continental population estimate was conduction in late 2014 (Lynch & 
LaRue 2015). A mixed methodology of field census, supervised classification and manual 
digitization was employed to estimate breeding populations. The final Adélie penguin estimate 
suggested that the population was 53% larger than previous estimates; a likely conclusion as 41 of 
the 251 known colonies were previously unsurveyed and did not feature in existing population 
estimates. The paper also commented on the possible expansion of the species into new breeding 
areas and the local extinction at other breeding sites. Like previous papers, this work highlights 
the utility of using commercial VHR imagery to estimate abundance of penguins and seabirds in 
remote areas.  
Although the whole population of Adélie penguins has now been counted a number of questions 
remain. The most pressing of which is how the guano signal changes over time. We know from 
field evidence that the colour varies considerably throughout the season and this may have an 
effect on the manual or automated classification of penguin sub-colonies. Furthermore detailed 
phenological knowledge linked to changes in guano may aid efforts to rigorously differentiate 
between penguin species and between penguins and other species of colonial nesting seabird. 
Fieldwork and analysis is currently underway to assess this question by scientists at British 
Antarctic Survey and the University of Cambridge. 
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2.2 Monitoring Mammals by Satellite Remote Sensing 
2.2.1 Marine Mammals: Whales 
The first attempt to utilize SRS data to directly observe mammals was in an attempt to identify 
whales (Abileah 2001). Marine mammal populations are routinely studied by aerial survey and 
large numbers of survey flights are conducted for conservation, tourism, and environmental 
impact assessments. Over several decades formal methods have been developed to standardize 
survey protocols (Eberhardt et al.  1979, Garner et al.  1999). The ability to study marine 
mammals by satellite could potentially be a transformative technology and supplement or replace 
the need for costly, and sometimes dangerous, aerial or boat surveys. The first High Resolution 
(HR) satellite images to be commercially available were the IKONOS-2 satellite launched in 1999 
and in 2001 Abileah (2001) reviewed the prospect of using this and other VHR imagery to look 
for whales, discussing the spatial and radiometric resolution of various sensors available at the 
time and theorizing on what might be possible and what signal-to-noise ratios might be returned. 
It also looked into the potential reflectivity of different whale species that might be captured by 
the satellites. A second paper (Abileah 2005) took this theoretical work forward into a project that 
used IKONOS-2 imagery to try to identify both simulated targets and actual humpback whales. 
The study used one IKONOS-2 image which has a panchromatic resolution of 1 m and a 
multispectral resolution of 4 m over Maui, Hawaii. The paper set forward a methodology for 
finding whales in imagery and also theorized about the probable reflectance signal that a whale 
would return. The results were promising, with several potential sightings of humpbacks 
(Megaptera novaeangliae) in the Maui image, but the pixels returned were difficult to identify as 
whales. Importantly the work discussed the effect of ocean clutter (waves, swell, whitecaps) on the 
method and proposed ways of filtering ocean clutter from the imagery. The recommendations 
looked to the increased spatial and radiometric resolution of forthcoming satellites (such as 
Quickbird2) and the need for better radiometric resolution and better contrast in dark areas such 
as the ocean (lowering the sensor quantization level). 
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Although a number of new, higher spatial resolution satellites were launched in the following 
years it was not until 2013 that a further paper looked into utilizing this new technology 
(Fretwell et al. 2014). This study again took a single VHR image to establish if whales could be 
identified and possibly counted from it. In this case the imagery used was a 50 cm resolution 
WorldView2 (WV2) image (50cm panchromatic, 2m multispectral) and the target species was the 
southern right whale (Eubalaena australis). This species is a favourable target in comparison to 
other species for several reasons: it has areas of callosities on its head which act as bright targets 
in the water column, it breeds in calm locations in high densities and the females spend most of 
the breeding period near the surface of the ocean. Additionally the WV2 data collected light in a 
“far blue” wavelength that theoretically would penetrate the water column further than visible 
light. The location targeted in the study was Golfo Nuevo near Peninsula Valdes in Argentina, 
the largest known breeding agglomeration of southern right whales. A pragmatic approach to 
minimizing ocean clutter was taken – searching and acquiring an image with the calmest possible 
sea conditions. The study was successful; whale shapes were clearly identified in the imagery and 
55 probable whales and 23 other possible whales were manually identified giving a density similar 
to that recorded in aerial survey.  
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The study also trialled and developed algorithms to automatically detect whale-like objects and 
found that these methods were comparable to the results from manually digitized whales. 
However the automated analysis highlighted possible confounding factors leading to the 
recommendation that, over large areas, a semi-automated method should be employed with the 
returns from the automated analysis checked manually before being classed as a whale. 
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The launch of the WV3 satellite with a spatial resolution of 31cm should add impetus to this field. 
Initial tests show that humpbacks can been identified with some confidence with the improved 
spatial resolution (figure 2) 
 
2.2.2 Marine Mammals: Seals 
Like whales most previous seal surveys have usually been conducted by aerial survey (e.g. 
Erickson et al.  1971, Kumar & Johnson 2014 – for exceptions see Southwell et al.  2004), and like 
the whale surveys the amount of coverage needed, remote nature and extreme environment 
means that these surveys are expensive and occur infrequently. This is especially problematic for 
ice-seals which breed on the sea ice rather than on land, as the winter extent of sea ice around 
Antarctica approximately doubles the size of the continent each year, so the breeding habitat for 
ice seals is very large. The sea ice environment is also dynamic, with the extent and character of 
the annually changing ice making survey design for multi-year monitoring challenging. These 
problems result in large uncertainties on the abundance and distribution of ice seals (Ackley et al.  
2006, Southwell et al.  2012).  
Several species of land breeding and ice breeding seals have been targeted by direct remote 
sensing: in Antarctica the Southern elephant seal (Mirounga leonina) and the Weddell seal 
(Leptonychotes weddellii), and the walrus in the Arctic. A number of projects are currently 
underway to use the technology more widely on other species. The single publication on elephant 
seals used VHR Geo-Eye-1 satellite (resolution panchromatic 0.5 m, multispectral 1.65 m) on the 
Isthmus beaches of Macquarie Island in the Southern Ocean (McMahon et al.  2014). Elephant 
seals in the satellite data were counted manually and the counts compared to coincident ground 
counts. The two counts were comparable, with the satellite count around 11% lower than the 
ground count, but within the confidence limits of the survey. To improve the methodology the 
authors suggested a number of methods including counting duplicate images on the same day and 
on different days and further work to improve contrast within the images (the platform for 
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counting seals in this study was Google Earth and therefore the ability to manipulate the imagery 
was limited).  
In the Arctic the use of satellite imagery to count walrus populations was assessed by the WWF 
(Boltunov et al.  2012). Ice seals in the Arctic are particularly threatened due to the impact of sea 
ice loss through climate change and the growing commercialization and exploitation of the region 
for natural resources. The survey chose four locations on the western Arctic coast of Russia and 
used EROS-B imagery with a panchromatic spatial resolution of 0.7 m to search for walrus. 
Animals were obvious in the imagery and were counted manually. The test study highlighted the 
utility of using satellite imagery for this type of survey. 
Weddell seals were counted in Erebus Bay, a well-studied location in the Ross Sea (LaRue et al.  
2011). Weddell seals are smaller than elephant seals, but once hauled out of the ice have a high 
contrast with their surrounding environment making them easy targets for satellite or aerial 
survey (unlike in the Arctic where breeding ice seals are concealed in ice dens to avoid predation 
from polar bears). Five images from the Worldview1 (panchromatic resolution 0.6 m) and 
Quickbird2 (panchromatic resolution 0.6 m, multispectral resolution 2.4 m) satellite were 
analysed. Ground counts are conducted in Erebus bay multiple times each year, so this well-
studied population was an ideal test site for the comparison. The five images used were each from 
different years and the correlation between ground counts and satellite counts varied considerably 
between each image highlighting the problem of synoptic ground-truthing of satellite imagery. 
Satellite counts were conducted manually and tended to underestimate the number of seals in 
comparison with ground counts. The underestimation of satellite count to ground count was 
reasonably consistent in a geographical and temporal context. The overall conclusion of the paper 
was that satellite data will prove a vital tool in Weddell seal population assessment in future. 
The satellite methodology developed by LaRue et al. (2011) has since been used in a larger scale 
study to identify a population decrease of Weddell seals along the Victoria Land coast in the Ross 
Sea (Ainley et al.  2015). The study up-scaled the geographical area to that of the whole eastern 
side of the Ross Sea and compared recent satellite counts to historical counts going back to the 
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1960s. The results of the analysis showed that several locations had apparently suffered from 
dramatic declines in seal numbers, more than the variability that could be attributed to the 
accuracy of the satellite counts or natural yearly variability. The study has shown the utility of 
satellite survey for this type of data and recommended further monitoring using this technology. 
 
2.2.3 Terrestrial mammals 
Whist colonial nesting seabird studies have been at the forefront of SRS to estimate abundance, 
studies on terrestrial mammals have been slow to take up the potential, possibly due to their 
dispersed distributions. In the Arctic a single study on detecting polar bears was published in 
2014 (Stapleton et al.  2014). In most circumstances polar bears would be difficult to detect 
against a white icy background. This study circumvented that problem by studying a population 
that spent the summer on the ice-free Rowley Island in Nunavut. In these cases the white coats of 
the bears gave high contrast with the surrounding environment, which is usually much darker 
rock, soil or vegetation. Quickbird2 data at 50cm spatial resolution was initially analysed and the 
bears in the imagery were counted manually by two observers. Results between the population 
estimated modelled from ground survey and the satellite counts were comparable to the satellite 
count showing 94 bears and the modelled ground estimate suggesting 102 bears.  
To-date almost all SRS studies of wildlife have been based in polar locations (LaRue & Knight 
2014), often in the Antarctic where the lack of large terrestrial predators negates the need for 
camouflage and animals often group together in the open in large numbers. The first terrestrial 
non-polar study was published in late 2014 and assessed the possibility of identifying large 
mammals in East African savannah environments by satellite (Yang et al.  2015). A GeoEye-1 
image of part of the Maasai Mara National Reserve in Kenya was used. The authors developed a 
hybrid classification method that utilized both object based and pixel based routines to automate 
the detection and classification of large mammals in the park. One of the main advantages of using 
satellites noted by the study was the lack of disturbance which when using other ground or aerial 
methods may affect the survey results. The automated methods were tested on adult wildebeest 
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(Connochaetes sp.) and adult zebras (Equus sp.). A sample of the image was manually counted and 
this was compared to the automated analysis.  
 
 
3. Discussion 
3.1 Advantages and disadvantages of remote sensing of wildlife 
There are a range of advantages that SRS has over more traditional types of survey, but it also 
has numerous constraints including financial and logistical constrains and technical 
considerations. 
 
3.1.1 Financial 
For many species the ability to scale up to regional estimates or address long term monitoring 
studies is cost dependent. Satellite imagery is, in many cases, cheaper than traditional survey 
methods, but not always; tasked WV3 imagery at full commercial rates and full spatial resolution 
with all spectral bands can be over $100 per square kilometre, a price which compares poorly with 
aerial survey costs. The pricing structure for Digital Globe VHR imagery is complex and the 
actual full price is dependent upon many factors including; priority level, tasked or untasked, 
number of bands required, level of processing required, where in the world the image is from and 
the type of institution buying the imagery. Buying archival imagery reduces the cost 
considerably, but in many cases new surveys will need newly tasked imagery. Overall the pricing 
of tasked VHR imagery is comparable with aerial survey. A recent comparison with one 
environmental survey company quoted prices in the range of $22-26 per square kilometre at 50 
cm and 30 cm resolution for aerial survey, plus a fixed amount for the cost of aircraft transit to 
the survey site. Satellite imagery cost from Digital Globe at the same time were between $10.80 
to $69.60 depending upon the type of institution purchasing, the resolution required and the 
geographical area. The satellite provider discounts heavily for non-commercial use with 
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educational establishments receiving a 30% discount and NGOs such as conservation charities 
receiving a 50 % discount. Thus a conservation charity tasking 30 cm 4 band WV3 imagery 
would pay $26 - $35 per km2 depending upon the geographic location of the area of interest. 
Furthermore there are no other costs involved. Analysis effort for satellite imagery also tends to 
be less; the analysis for aerial transect sampling can be expensive and requires model inputs to 
compensate for the partial coverage, whereas the wider, often total coverage of satellite imagery 
negates the need for such models.  So for conservation bodies in most cases satellite imagery will 
prove cheaper than aerial survey. Other satellite providers of VHR imagery such as SPOT data 
from Airbus have comparable pricing.  
One potential rival is the expanding use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) surveys. The use of 
small UAVs for small area survey is becoming increasingly common and can be considerably 
cheaper than VHR satellite survey, with the purchase price of a drone and camera often being less 
than a single satellite image. However the limited range and local regulations, such as not flying 
beyond line of sight, restrict the use of this technology for larger surveys. Long-range fixed wing 
UAVs have the potential to provide an alternative to satellite survey (Hodgson et al. 2013), but at 
present few commercial companies provide this technology and where it exists it can be 
prohibitively expensive (Amanda Hodgson pers comms.). 
Medium spatial resolution imagery on the other hand is freely available. The quality and temporal 
return rate of Landsat sensors makes them extremely useful for semi-direct applications. Recently 
data from Sentinel2 and 2a have come on-stream and promise the free availability and spectral 
bands of Landsat but at higher 10m spatial resolution. This is a resource that may be important 
for further guano searching efforts both in Antarctica and other regions.  
3.1.2 Logistical 
One of the great advantages of satellites is that they can potentially image any part of the world 
on any day of the year and even acquire multiple images of the same area in the same day. The 
orbital parameters of each satellite varies; the revisit rate of the nadir-pointing Landsat8 sensor is 
sixteen days, however most VHR satellites are non-nadir pointing and have the ability to direct 
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their sensors to geographical regions not directly beneath them, meaning that repeat acquisitions 
for a single sensor can be less than one day. With a constellation of VHR satellites the ability to 
target specific areas becomes much greater. However, practice and experience shows that the 
chance of getting VHR imagery on a specific day are very low. This is partially due to cloud 
cover, but the chances of the satellite taking imagery also depends upon the priority tasking of the 
satellite and the orbital parameters. Trying to match satellite survey with ground truthing often 
proves difficult and in practice even at the highest level of priority tasking (for which satellite 
providers charge a premium) there is no guarantee of acquiring imagery at the right time. Several 
potential studies have been cancelled due to lack of satellite acquisition to match ground-truthing 
surveys. Conversely, projects where there is a wide temporal window to take imagery, in areas 
that are often cloud free and where there is a lack of competing interest from other potential 
satellite users have a much greater chance of success.  
Cloud cover is an obvious confounding issue, especially in tropical or maritime climates. Some 
areas are almost always cloud covered; in thirty years of Landsat data collection over South 
Georgia there has never been a single totally cloud free image of the island. Alternative methods 
can be employed such as piece-meal collection of smaller tiles, but this has implications for survey 
design. VHR satellites tend to take imagery around 11 am local time (pers comms. Digital Globe 
inc.), in a compromise between high sun angle and low atmospheric moisture content. Off-nadir 
acquisition does give some flexibility to this system, but this must be balanced against the 
potential issues of using heavily off-nadir images for classification. Overall cloud is often a major 
issue especially in surveys where multiple images or multiple imaging times are required. 
 
3.1.3 Technical 
Many of the preliminary studies on the direct observation of wildlife have identified and counted 
animals manually in the imagery. However the tendency to use satellite to “scale-up” to regional 
studies and the ever-increasing spatial resolution of those images mean that searching large areas 
at pixel level can be very labour intensive. A survey area of 1000 km2 similar to the recent IFAW 
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Blue whale survey (Section 3.1) would result in over 10 billion panchromatic pixels in a WV3 
image. Several authors have noted the need for automated or semi-automated approaches to 
minimize the user time spent in counting such imagery. There have been a number of attempts 
and approaches to this problem. Studies trying to discriminate area features such as guano have 
concentrated on pixel based algorithms using bivariate plots (Schwaller et al. 1984), supervised 
classifications (Barber-Meyer et al. 2008, Fretwell &Trathan 2009, LaRue et al. 2014)  and 
spectral angle mapper (Fretwell et al. 2014). Whilst those using VHR imagery to identify 
individual animals have developed a variety of techniques including rule based (Fretwell et al. 
2014) and hybrid (pixel based and object based) (Yang et al. 2015) algorithms to try to find and 
count individuals, some current studies are using a combination of rule based algorithms mixed 
with habitat analysis to help refine potential search areas for the analysis (Fretwell & Phillips in 
prep). What is clear is that although some methods are transferable between species, overall the 
different shape, size, colour, behaviour and phenology of each species leads to unique challenges 
that often need unique remote sensing solutions. In many cases, such as the problem of detecting 
whales and other animals whose shape in the imagery is variable, semi-automated routines where 
the computer picks out potential targets that are then confirmed manually, will probably be more 
useful that fully automated routines. For other species, such as albatross whose profile is more 
consistent, a more automated system could be employed. The development, testing and 
implementation of these automated and semi-automated routines will be one of the challenges 
over the next decade. 
One of the characteristics of satellite imagery is the instantaneous nature (in reality semi-
instantaneous due to the push-broom nature of most sensors) of data collection over large areas. 
This can be both an advantage and disadvantage for estimating abundance. For species such as 
whales or ice seals that only spend a percentage of their time at the surface availability bias must 
be considered and it is likely that these will be different to the availability bias from other more 
mature survey techniques. Potentially a whale swimming a few metres under the surface could be 
seen by satellite that could not be seen by a passing ship, or possibly even by aerial survey, but 
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both plane and ship based observers have the opportunity to see the whale surfacing over a 
prolonged period of time (which also runs the risk of double counting), where a satellite does not. 
Ground truthing to test the ability of satellites to see animals is essential, but it is often difficult 
to match the timings of surveys to correspond (see previous section). One option may be to 
combine satellite surveys closely with occupancy models, especially with species such as whales 
and ice-seals where imperfect detection is a problem (MacKenzie et al.  2002, Karanth et al.  2011). 
In essence we have a lot still to learn about the detection probability and availability bias for 
almost all the species studied by remote sensing. Converting these snapshot estimates to a full 
population estimate is a complex task with many factors to consider, especially if the survey is 
taken at non-optimal times such as with emperor penguin surveys (Fretwell et al.  2012). One 
option is to take multiple images over the course of the season or even over the same day. This 
will refine estimates and help estimate detection and availability, particularly if linked to synoptic 
ground truthing, but multiple imagery would be expensive over large areas. Potentially small 
areas could be assessed for variability and extrapolated to the larger dataset. 
 
3.2 Future Directions  
With the ever-increasing spatial resolution of satellite sensors and the greater availability of data 
there is the prospect of a rapid acceleration in the subject field. At the time of writing further 
studies on baleen whales, penguins, Antarctic seabirds, albatross, flamingo and seals are known to 
be ongoing. The availability of WorldView3 data with a 31 cm spatial resolution, increases the 
number of pixels per m2 from 4 to 10.4, effectively increasing satellite resolution by a factor of 2.6. 
This increase in spatial resolution will cross a number of thresholds making new, previously 
untried species detectable by SRS. There will always be types of animals and habitat that are 
unsuitable, but the need for abundance and  
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Figure 3. Infogram of some of the constraints and considerations needed when assessing which species and 
projects are suitable for direct observation from satellite, grouped into three types; satellite considerations, 
locational constrains and species considerations. 
 
monitoring of many species might be met by satellite imagery. Below I discuss some of the 
criteria, factors and relative advantages of the technology. 
Like much remote sensing that uses visible wavelengths the availability of satellite imagery will 
be biased toward certain areas. Cloud cover and atmospheric moisture is a problem in areas where 
persistent cloud or mist render most images unusable. These areas will tend to be maritime, such 
as the Southern Ocean islands, or tropical rainforest where high cloud and persistent mist are a 
problem.  
The second consideration is the location; SRS studies will be more beneficial in remote areas, or 
areas that are difficult to access where aerial or ground survey options are limited, these will 
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include remote islands, deserts, the poles, mountainous areas and war zones or areas of political 
unrest. Vegetation is an obvious confounding factor and it is unlikely that direct survey will be 
suitable in forested areas. Regions with low or sparse vegetation, such as deserts, grasslands and 
tundra are better targets. 
The final and possibly the most important considerations are those based on the animals 
themselves. The size of the animal is of primary importance in direct observation, depending upon 
the current and future spatial resolution of satellite sensors. But size is of little consequence if the 
animal spends little time visible to the satellite (availability bias), non-surfacing marine species, 
forest dwellers, burrowers, cliff dwelling and nocturnal species are unlikely to be addressed using 
existing technology. Trials on blue whales using  VHR imagery over 1000 km2 of sea have not 
conclusively identified whales, showing that even the largest animals may be unsuitable for 
satellite survey if they do not spend a large enough percentage of time at the sea surface 
(unpublished IFAW report courtesy of Russell Leaper). As well as size and availability the 
contrast of the animal with the surrounding environment is important; camouflaged animals will 
be more difficult to identify, although the use of different spectral information, multiple imagery 
or low sun angles could help in some cases.  The size and the aggregation of population is another 
factor. Colonial nesting seabirds such as penguins are especially suited, as groups rather than 
individuals are more easily located and congregated populations mean fewer images need to be 
analysed.  For example emperor penguins exist in hundreds of thousands but they only breed at 
~50 sites, so the whole population can be captured in ~50 images. Larger, and more dispersed 
populations that are difficult to assess by aerial or ground techniques (such as ice seals),  may also 
be suitable although this has to be offset against the cost of large area satellite surveys. Behaviour 
such as migration, length of breeding season and movement may also impact upon the suitability 
of the species. 
Finally the conservation need of the species must be taken into account as priority should be 
given to those species with the most pressing conservation need, or those not already successfully 
counted by more traditional methodologies. 
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Figure 4. WorldView 3 satellite image of a known Royal Albatross breeding colony on Little Sister Island 
in the Chatham Islands. The white dots in the inset are assumed to be nesting albatross. This is an example 
of promising ongoing and future work using direct observation from SRS. 
 
Considering the above constraints and considerations several likely future candidate taxa for SRS 
spring to mind. Some are species whose abundance has been previously or partially assessed by 
aerial survey, for example, large ungulates such as reindeer, wild camels or rhino, and other 
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African grassland species like elephants. Effort to test the applicability of SRS on other types of 
seals and whales are ongoing, and there are already studies underway on species of large seabirds 
such as petrels and albatross (see figure 4). Other colonial nesting birds such as flamingo would 
also be possible. 
 
3.3 Conclusion 
The use of satellite imagery to elucidate animal numbers by direct or semi-direct remote sensing 
was first suggested in the 1980s but it has not been until the era of very high spatial resolution 
satellites, particularly in the last five years that the technology has been applied successfully. 
Satellite imagery has a number of key advantages over other survey techniques, primarily the 
availability of the imagery over remote areas and the ability of satellites to collect data over large 
regions. This has led to satellite data being used to “scale-up” more detailed ground or aerial 
surveys to regional studies. 
 Many of the larger and more successful surveys undertaken so far have concentrated on 
Antarctic species, especially penguins where whole populations of two species have been counted 
by satellite. In other areas of the globe animal behaviour, camouflage, and concealing vegetation 
often make visibility of wildlife more difficult.  The increasing availability of ever more powerful 
sensors such as the WorldView3 satellite will allow the application of these satellite techniques to 
many other species over the coming decades and could solve some of the problems of visibility 
that have so far restricted the use of the technology. Many challenges remain; how to understand 
the data and how to automate/process the large quantities of imagery data are major problems 
that need to be addressed. Additionally the cost of the satellite data and the transfer of knowledge 
and techniques from the remote sensing community to the conservation community will be key 
factors if satellite technology and techniques are to be more widely used to find, count and 
monitor wildlife successfully. 
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Papers to be considered: 
1) Detecting and mapping vegetation distribution on the Antarctic 
Peninsula from remote sensing data (2011) 
Although this paper was published sometime after my first penguin paper, my first scientific work 
on remote sensing was using Landsat data to map Antarctic vegetation. I therefore include this 
paper as an introduction to later work on wildlife as it uses Landsat data in a similar way. 
Whilst mapping parts of the Antarctic Peninsula I noticed that I could clearly see the “red edge” of 
vegetation in the near-infra-red band of Landsat ETM+ images. At the time, although remote 
sensing for vegetation mapping and monitoring was well established in other regions, no remote 
sensing studies of Antarctic vegetation existed. The sparse nature of Antarctic vegetation, 
combined with the low verdancy of the typical mosses and lichens that comprise assemblages on 
the continent make vegetation impossible to differentiate using coarser satellite sensors (MODIS, 
AVHRR etc.). However, useful results are obtainable with higher spatial resolution platforms such 
as Landsat, especially with targeted acquisitions. I instigated a project over an area in Marguerite 
Bay to test NDVI values in Landsat ETM+ against ground-truthing data collected 
opportunistically in the field by BAS colleagues. The results were very promising, and showed that 
vegetation could be differentiated from the surrounding rock even at very low NDVI values. 
I then analysed Landsat imagery covering much of the northern Antarctic Peninsula to map the 
distribution and intensity of vegetation. This was the first time satellite imagery had been used to 
map vegetation and provided a method to quantify vegetation verdancy in the region. I gave a 
paper about this work at the 2008 RSPSoc symposium and won the inaugural President’s Prize for 
best presentation. The work introduced me to the science of applied remote sensing in Antarctica 
and the background to this study influenced my later papers. Due to my ongoing penguin work 
this paper was published in 2011 in Polar Biology (impact factor 2.071); it has now been cited  25 
times. The method has since been used in the 2014 WWF RACER (Rapid Assessment of Circum-
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Arctic Ecosystem Resilience) study to highlight regions of ecological resilience (given as a working 
paper at the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (ATCM) 2014).  
My vegetation analysis was important because it shows that even low density and intensity 
vegetation can be distinguished from rock and guano allowing us to map vegetation in remote 
areas and over large regional scales and define baselines to assess future assessment of change.  
 
2) Penguins from space: faecal stains reveal the location of emperor 
penguin colonies (2009) 
This can be considered a breakthrough paper in many respects. It had a similar genesis to the 
vegetation work – whilst using Landsat imagery for mapping I realised I could see red/brown 
staining on the sea ice. Following discussions with BAS ecologists and after checking published 
literature; I showed that the stains matched with the location of some known emperor penguin 
colonies: we were seeing the guano deposits left by the penguins. Emperor penguins are 
notoriously difficult to find and study by traditional field-study means; they breed on fast sea ice, in 
the extreme climate conditions of the Antarctic winter. By the summer, when scientists arrive, 
most of the emperors will have left their breeding sites and the sea ice will often have melted 
leaving no trace of the colony. A quote from the eminent Australian penguin expert Barbara 
Wienecke in 2009 before our work was published sums up the situation “As we have no firm 
understanding of the number of existing breeding colonies, we cannot estimate the size or trends of the global 
population of emperor penguins”. This was a problem, as the species’ reliance on sea ice suggested that 
the species would face rapid reduction in population if current predictions of future climatic 
warming in Antarctica were true. 
In October 2008, in conjunction with BAS ecologist Phil Trathan who supplied the biological 
knowledge of the species to help inform the study, I started a project to download Landsat images 
from the Landsat Image Mosaic of Antarctica (LIMA) of as much of the Antarctic coastlines as I 
could to visually and automatically identify these brown stains. However, in November 2008 
NASA made the whole Landsat archive freely downloadable, so we were able to cover around 85 % 
of the Antarctic coastline using suitable imagery. This was the first continental scale survey of 
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wildlife in this way. We found ten new colony locations, raising the number of known colonies 
from 28 to 38, confirmed many others and re-drew the distribution map for the species.  
The paper, published in Global Ecology and Biogeography (impact factor 7.242), won many plaudits: 
it was awarded Faculty1000 status for the best biological papers; there were parliamentary 
questions Prime Minister’s Questions about Britain’s work on emperor penguins; it led to funds 
from the British Antarctic Territories fund to do more research; it was included, along with LIMA, 
as one of the top ten scientific achievements of the 40-year NASA Global Landsat mission and, 
several Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting papers were generated as a result of the papers 
findings. The paper has been cited 66 times in the last 5 years. Crucially the paper identified the 
locations of colonies so that further work could be done on them.  
 
 
3) An emperor penguin population estimate: the first global, synoptic 
survey of a species from space (2012) 
Once I had identified the majority of emperor colony locations I took advantage of an opportunity 
to count these colonies using high spatial resolution satellite imagery and so provide a global 
population estimate for the species. Jerry Kooyman, an eminent USA penguin biologist, had 
already started this work, but his results were only partially successful. I realised that by pan-
sharpening the imagery we would improve on his results. In 2009 I tasked the image provider 
Digital Globe to take imagery of every known and suspected penguin colony location and to cover 
the areas not already imaged in our Landsat survey. I created and tested an improved classification 
method to improve emperor classification routines from the VHR imagery. Myself and workers 
from the US Polar Geospatial Center in Minneapolis then classified the images and collated the 
results. I gathered a group of emperor experts to help write the paper. In 2012 we published the 
census; the first synoptic survey of any species by satellite. We found six new colonies and 
produced a population estimate of 595,000 birds, almost twice the previous population estimate. 
The survey provided a rigorous method, using a consistent methodology from a single breeding 
season to calculate the numbers. Doubling the population estimate of such an iconic animal 
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attracted attention from the media, scientists and policy makers. It also provided the impetus to 
attempt continent wide surveys of other species in the same way (similar Adélie penguin estimates 
have been published this year). The paper, published in PLoS One (impact factor 3.534) has been 
cited 99 times in the three years since publication. This, along with my previous emperor penguin 
work, led to a Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) Special Interest Group on 
Penguin Remote Sensing being set up, with its first meeting in summer 2013 on which I have been 
a leading participant. The new population estimate was instrumental in changing the status of the 
species in the IUCN Red List from “least concern” to “near threatened”  
 
 
4) Emperor Penguins Breeding on Iceshelves (2014) 
I have continued to monitor emperor penguins, and every year the satellite imagery provider, 
Digital Globe, has been tasked with collecting imagery over the colony areas in the expectation of 
a monitoring study when a sufficiently long time series has been acquired. Some of the images 
collected for this future analysis contained surprising information; several colonies were located, 
not on the sea ice as previously recognised, but on ice-shelves. By looking back at the archive of 
imagery and comparing results with sea ice data collected by synthetic aperture radar satellites I 
was able to show that, in at least one case, the colony moved onto the ice shelf when the sea ice 
formed late in the austral autumn – too late to be a stable platform when the emperors turned up at 
the breeding site. Some of the four colonies that displayed this behaviour bred on the ice-shelves 
every year, whilst others only did so when the ice conditions dictated. I published a paper in PLoS 
One (impact factor 3.534) highlighting and discussing this unusual behaviour with several of the 
scientists who were involved in my previous census work. Although only published in 2014 the 
paper had been cited 17 times. The paper has major implications for modelling the interactions of 
climate change with the ecological and demographic characteristics of emperor penguins, especially 
in relation to potential population change. 
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5) Using the unique spectral signature of guano to identify unknown 
seabird colonies 
This paper explores the spectral signature of guano, testing lab spectra from penguin guano 
against a number of spectral libraries to show that the spectral profile of guano is unique. We then 
use spectral target-matching techniques from pixels of known penguin colonies to detect other 
pixels with similar spectra in a single Antarctic Landsat scene. The technique is very successful 
and finds all known penguin colonies and all known large seabird colonies in the area, it also 
identifies a number of potential unknown sites. We make the case that these methods, using remote 
sensing techniques to find seabirds, could be transferred to many other areas outside Antarctica, 
indeed we are already using the technique in a number of other projects. This paper has only just 
been published in Remote Sensing of Environment, 5 year impact factor 6.07, at the time of writing 
(January 2015). This paper was instigated by a question from one of the co-authors to me and on 
this paper I contributed all project development, analysis and writing. 
 
 
The Future 
I have several new innovative and important projects at various stages of completion these include: 
1. SCAR Antarctic Pack Ice Seal Census II. This project, in collaboration with UK, Australian 
and US partners will use VHR satellite data and thermal data from UAVs to automate the 
counting of pack ice seals. It has already received grant funding from the Australian Research 
Council and a further bid is currently in progress. 
2. UK Overseas Territories seabird census. Building on the VHR and guano work I propose to 
bid for Darwin funds to find and count seabird colonies in UK Overseas Territories, a joint 
project with RSPB. This has started with a small grant to count Northern royal albatross 
using VHR imagery on the Chatham Islands. A paper on counting wandering albatross, on 
which I am lead author, is about to be submitted. 
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3. Whale remote sensing. I have a variety of follow-on projects from our satellite whale work 
concentrating on right whales, Fin whales and humpbacks. This involved collaborating with 
the EU Ecopotential project to count Fin whales in the Mediterranean and a NERC Doctoral 
Training Partnership project with Cambridge University to recruit a new PhD student to 
study whales from space.  
A number of other projects on seabirds, penguins, seals and whales both in Antarctica and other 
areas of the globe are under discussion with a range of organizations which underlines that there is 
great potential to transfer the use of direct and semi-direct observation to many other species. As 
with all technology, VHR satellite imagery will become cheaper over time and already new sensors 
such as WorldView4 are nearing launch which will alleviate some of the problems with over 
demand. There is pressure on the satellite industry from national bodies such as NASA and ESA to 
make imagery for “public good” such as non-profit conservation work freely available, as is already 
the case with disaster-relief imagery. If cheaper 30 cm spatial resolution imagery becomes available 
then many species of large birds, especially those which are rare, difficult to survey or endangered 
such as certain species of  geese, bustards, pelicans, albatross, flamingos and frigate birds can be 
counted by SRS. Large mammals are also a possibility; African ungulates have already been 
successfully counted using 50cm imagery so higher spatial resolution would improve detection 
rates and increase the number of species possible. Wildebeest, zebra, elephant, rhino, giraffe and 
buffalo would all be possible and, with the use of automated change detection, it may also be 
possible to detect smaller animals such as important predator species and more camouflaged 
species. The ability of timed acquisition to target low sun angles which give long shadows for ease 
of detection and “tell-tale” profile-shapes from downward point sensors would also be 
advantageous.  
Offshore it may be possible to target many species of whales, especially those breeding in calmer 
waters; right whale, humpback whales, grey whales and beluga whales are species that have this 
trait. I am already investigating the possibility of finding large dolphin pods by detecting the 
common characteristic splash patterns left by large number of jumping dolphins. Dugongs have 
already been surveyed using long range UAVs, these, and several species of manatee, that are often 
found at the surface in calm waters would also be good targets. 
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 Animals in difficult to survey regions such as deserts or mountains would suit these techniques; 
wolves in mountainous regions could be targeted in winter snow by change detection methods, 
while camel, oryx, ibex, the Mongolian wild ass, the Saharan cheetah and several other endangered 
desert-dwellers could be targeted by change and shadow-detection from VHR satellite imagery 
over large areas. These desert and mountain species often range over wide territories, so the broad 
coverage of satellite data are advantageous. 
 
Conclusion 
Here I present five peer reviewed scientific papers on which I have been first author that have 
uniform thread or remote sensing wildlife in Antarctica. The first paper, identifying vegetation, is 
included as an introduction, and as an insight into my own development in the subject area. The 
overall aim of my work has been to develop and apply new satellite remote sensing methods to 
answer critical questions on the distribution and abundance of Antarctic wildlife. The five papers 
display a distinct progression, becoming more technical as my own knowledge and remote sensing 
skill-set has increased. I have utilized these remote sensing techniques on a number of other papers 
and projects that are not included within this thesis. These include identifying whales using VHR 
imagery, correlating Antarctic sea ice loss with the decline of an emperor penguin colony, 
classifying pygoscelis penguins by satellite on the South Orkney Islands and two other papers 
discussing the distribution of emperor penguins found by satellite. Two of these papers, “First 
recorded loss of an emperor penguin colony in the recent period of Antarctic regional warming: 
implications for other colonies” and “Whales from space: counting southern right whales by 
satellite” are included as appendices at the end of this manuscript, the others are highlighted within 
the full list of publish papers below.  
The five papers included in this thesis have had a considerable impact on the fields of Antarctic 
remote sensing, especially for penguin studies where remote sensing is now considered an essential 
tool. Our knowledge of emperor penguins; their distribution, population and behaviour, has 
changed markedly with, and since, the publication of these papers. I hope that future efforts using 
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remote sensing can also address the question of emperors’ response to climate change and how 
their populations will change as Antarctica warms.  
Overall, the advances I have made in using remote sensing to identify, count and monitor Antarctic 
Wildlife have had a significant impact in the field of conservation remote sensing. Understanding 
Antarctic populations and detecting changes is of growing importance as climate change is 
predicted to impact on many Antarctic species in the coming decades. Additionally, the need for 
predator population estimates to manage fisheries and ecosystem resources in the southern ocean 
means that the need for accurate predator population assessment in and around Antarctica is 
vitally important. My work on remote sensing of wildlife facilitates these requirements.  
 
Peter Fretwell, February, 2016 
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Appendix 1 
 
Glossary of remote sensing terms used in the 
thesis 
 
AVHRR 
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer. A type of satellite-borne sensor that collects data in five 
spectral bands targeted at measuring clouds and thermal emissions from the earth. In Antarctica these 
sensors are commonly used to map and measure ice shelves. 
 
BAND 
Multispectral images collect data from discrete (occasionally overlapping) parts of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. Earth observation satellites will have Multispectral instruments that include a number of 
sensors, each tasked with measuring the electromagnet radiation in one band (sometime also referred to as 
channels). Each band has certain characteristics including bandwidth; where on the spectrum the collection 
starts and ends, and profile, which denotes the pattern of collection across the bandwidth. 
 
Digital Globe  
A commercial satellite image provider with a constellation of very high resolution satellites. 
 
ENVISAT 
An ENVIromental earth observation SATellite launched by the European space agency in 2002. The 
satellite included a range of instruments including, most importantly for polar studies, the ASAR sensor; a 
C band synthetic aperture radar instrument. The satellite continued working until 2012.  It was superseded 
by the sentinel series of satellites. 
 
ESA 
The European Space Agency 
Hyperspectral 
Similar to multispectral imagery but whereas a multispectral instrument collects information from 1-10 
bands a hyperspectral instrument collects over 100 bands of data. 
 
Ikonos-2 
The first commercially available high resolution satellite, with spatial resolution of 1 and 4 metres per pixel 
on the ground. 
 
Landsat ETM+ 
The Enhanced Thematic Mapper instrument on the Landsat7 launched in 1999. Called ETM plus as the 
original ETM instrument on Landsat 6 failed to launch. The ETM+ instrument collects data at 15m 
panchromatic, 30m in the 6 visible and near infrared bands and 60 thermal band. Part of the instrument 
failed in 2003, so although the satellite is still collecting data, heavy processing is needed to make more 
recently acquire data useable. 
 
Landsat8 
The most recent Landsat satellite launched in 2013, with similar spatial resolution to the ETM+ sensor, 
but greater radiometric resolution (in the SWIR bands) and quicker revist time - collecting almost three 
times as many scense as the previous Landsat7 
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LIMA mosaic 
Landsat Image Mosaic of Antarctic.  The first colour, medium resolution satellite image mosaic of 
Antarctic, which used pansharpened Landsat7 ETM+ images taken between 1999 and 2003.  
 
 
MODIS 
Moderate-resolution Image spectroradiometer. An earth observation sensor on NASA's Terra satellite 
launched in 2002. The instrument has 60 bands and collects data between 620 nm and 14.3 ʯm. It is used 
primarily to study large scale earth process and detect change.  
 
Multispectral 
A sensor with 1 to 10 spectral bands (see bands) 
 
Nadir pointing 
Directly downward pointing 
 
NASA 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The US government space agency.  
 
NDVI 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index. A commonly used remote sensing algorithm to detect vegetation 
by characterizing the "red edge" quality of green leaves that reflect more light in the infrared than the red 
wavelengths. 
 
Near infrared 
A part of the electromagnetic spectrum between 700 and 2500nm, with wavelengths beyond that seen by 
the human eye. Many satellite instruments include near-infrared sensors for their ability to discriminate 
vegetation, geology, water and other environmental features. 
 
Off-Nadir 
A satellite sensor that does not point directly downwards. 
 
Panchromatic 
A single grayscale image or single band of data from a satellite sensor, often taken from the visible and near 
infra-red parts of the spectrum below 1000 nm. As part of multispectral instruments, the panchromatic 
band is commonly of higher spatial resolution than the colour bands. 
 
Pixel 
The individual cell of a raster image such as a digital photograph or satellite image. Each pixel can contain 
one or more “bands” of information 
 
Quickbird 1 
The Quickbird (later classed as Quickbird1) satellite was the first of Digital Globe’s very high resolution 
satellites. This panchromatic earth observation satellite was launched in 2001 and decayed in 2015. It had 
an on-the-ground spatial resolution of 0.61m 
 
Quickbird2 
The second Digital Globe satellite launched in 2004 it provides multispectral VHR imagery at 0.61m 
(panchromatic) and 2.4m (colour) spatial resolution. 
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Radiometric resolution 
Defines the sensitivity of the instrument, how well the differences in brightness in an image band can be 
perceived. Each pixel will have a brightness value and depending upon the bit-depth of the image, more or 
less detail can be seen. Images with larger radiometric resolution will be able to differentiate subtle 
differences in the reflected energy emitted by the earth’s surface. 
 
SAR 
Synthetic Aperture Radar. A satellite (or aerial) sensor that provides imagery through the use of pulses of 
radio waves. SAR is an active sensor, it does not create true images, but, depending upon polarization give 
different results over different materials mainly due to the texture/reflection at different wavelengths. 
SAR has the advantage of seeing through clouds and is therefore very useful in cloudy areas or where 
regular acquisition is required. 
 
Sensor 
The sensor is the individual device that collects electromagnetic energy in a remote sensing instrument. 
Each sensor usually collects energy between specific wavelengths. Panchromatic instruments have one 
senor, while multispectral or hyperspectral instruments have multiple sensors. Sensors can be passive or 
active, push-broom, swath or single shot and collect data from various parts of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. 
 
Spatial Resolution 
Also known as “Ground sample distance”, this can be thought of as the size on the ground of each pixel, or 
the distance between the centre point of each pixel (in some cases, senors can be “over-sampled” which 
means that the distance between pixel centres and the size of each pixel is different, but this is not 
commonly the case. 
 
Spectral Angle Mapper 
An algorithm that classifies imagery by testing spectral angles between pixels in the image with reference 
pixels. The algorithm determines the spectral similarity between two spectra by calculating the angle 
between the spectra and treating them as vectors in a space with dimensionality equal to the number of 
bands. 
 
Spectral library 
A collection of spectral profiles, usually from lab samples, for comparison with remotely sensed imagery. 
 
Spectral Profile 
A profile plot that displays the reflectance of a property or pixel across a number of bands or bins. Profiles 
can be collected in the lab or from RS imagery and can be continuous or broken.  
 
Spectral Resolution 
The ability to resolve spectral features in the electromagnetic spectrum. In remote sensing this is 
commonly thought of as the number and width of sensor bands in an earth observation instrument – a 
higher number of bands relates to higher spectral resolution. The bandwidth and positioning of the bands 
within the electromagnetic spectrum is also of key importance. 
 
Supervised Classification 
A machine learning algorithm that uses user-input in the form of training data to group an image into 
classes of like pixels. Supervised classifications can be very useful in understanding imagery, but are 
reliant on the cognitive processing skill of the operator. 
 
Temporal Resolution 
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Resolution in the time dimension. In remote sensing this common thought of as the amount of time 
needed to revisit or acquire imagery of a specific location. 
VHR 
Very High resolution: A term usually referring to satellite imagery with a spatial resolution of better than 
1 metre ground sample distance for each pixel. 
 
Wavelength 
Commonly used to refer the length between wave crests or spatial period of the wave. In remote sensing it 
is a commonly used term referring to where a particular spectra sits on the electromagnetic spectrum. 
 
WorldView 2 
A VHR satellite part f the Digital Globe constellation, WorldView 2 (WV2) was launched in October 
2009 and has eight multispectral bands with a spatial resolution of 1.84 m and a panchromatic band with a 
spatial resolution of 0.46. It has the ability to be pointed at none nadir locations, thus improving the 
temporal frequency of the data collection. 
 
WorldView 3 
At the time of writing the most recent VHR satellite in the commercial Digital Globe Constellation. 
WorldView 3 (WV3) has a high spatial, spectral and temporal resolution, Multispectral imagery is 
available at a spatial resolution of 31 cm panchromatic, 1.24 m in the eight visible and 3.7 m in the eight 
short-wave infrared bands. The satellite has a revisit time of less than one day and a number of additional 
bands are available to help calibration and for cloud mapping. 
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Appendix 2 
Additional papers for context 
 
Below are two related published papers where I have either been first author or had a 
considerable involvement. They are included in this appendix for completeness. 
 
First recorded loss of an emperor penguin colony in the recent 
period of Antarctic regional warming: implications for other colonies 
(2011) 
My previous work on emperor penguin colony distribution, in 2 highlighted that several colonies 
were too small to be seen using medium spatial resolution Landsat imagery. One of these was the 
Dion Island colony. Archival records showed that breeding numbers there were known to be in 
serious decline, so working with my supervisor Phil Trathan, we organised an aerial photography 
survey of the island. Results from the survey showed that there was no trace of emperors left at 
this site. I used remotely sensed sea ice data to show that the Dion Islands were in a region that 
had lost more sea ice than anywhere else on the continent suggesting that the colony had failed due 
to regional climate change. Phil and I wrote a paper along with Bernard Stonehouse, the scientist 
who originally found and studied the colony, which suggested that this colony was the first known 
example of an emperor penguin colony lost to climate change. The paper, published in PLoS One 
(impact factor 3.534) has been cited 35 times since publication in 2011. 
 
 
Whales from space: counting southern right whales by satellite 
(2014) 
My most recent paper diversifies the use of satellite remote sensing to look at cetaceans. Following 
my work on emperors, Very High Resolution imagery had been used on a number of other species 
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including Pygoscelis penguins, Weddell (Leptonychotes weddellii) and elephant seals (Mirounga 
leonina). I made several previous attempts to count baleen whales using satellites, eventually with 
the help of BAS cetacean experts, identifying a population of Southern right whales near the 
Peninsula Valdes in Argentina. These whales calve and breed in high densities in clear calm 
sheltered coastal waters, with females spending large amounts of time at the surface, making them 
ideal targets for remote sensing. I acquired imagery of the area and showed that whales were not 
only clearly visible using satellite imagery, but that with suitable image analysis algorithms, 
animals could be identified automatically: I investigated a number of algorithms to established if I 
could successfully automate the process of whale detection, thus allowing population estimates of 
the whales over large expanses of open water in an efficient and cost effective manner. This paper 
has had a lot of scientific impact and many other whale scientists are now planning to use similar 
techniques to count baleen whales in other parts of the globe. Published in PLoS One (impact factor 
3.534) it has been cited 26 times since publication in February 2014. 
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Appendix 3 
Expanded methods 
This short section expands upon the remote sensing methods used in the publish papers 
 
Paper 1 
The primary data source for this analysis was Landsat ETM+ data. A top-of-atmosphere 
correction was made on the digital numbers using a SRFI script in the software TNTMips. No 
standard atmospheric model exists for the Antarctic Peninsula region, but it is considered that 
due to the clean, cold atmosphere water vapour and atmospheric aerosols have minimal impact on 
remote sensing analysis (see details in the Landsat Image Mosaic paper by Bindschadler et al. 
2008 for further details). 
The Landsat images were referenced to a highly detailed coastline map using a “shift” algorithm 
in AcrGIS. This routine shifts, or slides a raster by a fixed amount in the x and y dimensions. It 
does not change pixel values or reprocess them. 
As well as NDVI a number of other vegetation indices were trailed, these included the Enhanced 
Vegetation Index (EVI) and the Green-Red vegetation index (GRVI). Neither was a successful as 
NDVI in identifying the ground truthing vegetation areas; the complexity of the EVI resulted in 
more noise at the areas with mixed pixels, whilst the GRVI suffered as not all Antarctic 
vegetation is green. The NDVI index was chosen as it worked best in this simple environment 
where canopy affects and leaf size and angle are not an issues.  
Even at its most abundant, Antarctic vegetation is often patchy and has fuzzy boundaries. Using 
discrete polygons to ground truth this distribution led to a problem with mixed pixels at the 
edges of polygons. However, due to the temporal difference between the imagery and the ground 
truthing, it was impossible to separate the difference of mixed pixels from the possible growth or 
spatial change of vegetation in the intervening period. These two problems – of mixed pixels and 
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change of spatial in the extent of vegetation, are the likely source of the 10-30% of pixels of 0 - 
0.05 NDVI which fall within the GPS control area.    
 
 
Paper 2 
This paper was opportunistic and the methodology was quite simple. The base imagery was a 
mixture of LIMA (Landsat Image Mosaic of Antarctica) tiles and Landsat ETM+ imagery. 
Initially an automated algorithm was deployed to find imagery. This used the LIMA tiles that 
had already been processes to top-of-atmosphere reflectance. Working on the assumption that sea 
ice should be pure white, or slightly blue in shaded areas, a simple subtraction method was 
applied, subtracting the blue band from the red band. A threshold was then set for each of the tiles 
of 3% of the highest reflectance value in the scene to eliminate mixed pixels and noise. Pixels 
where the equation:  
red – blue ≤ (0.03Rmax) - where Rmax  is the maximum top-of-atmosphere reflectance in the red band. 
This process successfully eliminated white snow and ice and blue ice and shadows, leaving areas 
of brown or red stained snow which, on sea ice, were assumed to be guano. 
Due to the complex process algorithms used to colour balance the LIMA tiles there is a 
considerable amount of noise in the LIMA dataset at pixel level. This noise meant that manual 
checks had to be completed on all automatically identified locations, diminishing the usefulness of 
an automated algorithm. The automated, red minus blue, process was used on approximately one 
third to one half of all the coastal scenes, however it was found that manual analysis was both 
quicker and more effective, so at least half of all the coastline was completed using manual checks. 
 
Paper 3 
This paper was more methodological, both in remote sensing and statistical analysis. Here we will 
expand on the remote sensing methodology:  
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The analysis was done in ArcGIS, other software was tested, but as the operations were 
conducted in two different countries, which both had access to ArcGIS software, the decision was 
made that this would be the software of choice. Quickbird 2 imagery was used in the majority of 
cases in a limited number of instances panchromatic Quickbird 1 images and one Geoeye image 
were also used. The Quickbird 2 imagery has four spectral bands (blue, green. Red and near-
infrared) a spatial resolution of 2.54m in the colour bands and 61 cm in the panchromatic bands at 
nadir. The method of discriminating penguins from the background environment was based upon 
an existing methodology put forward by Barber-Meyer et al. 2007, which used a supervised 
classification system to highlight the huddles of emperor penguins. Once the area of emperor 
penguins had been defined a penguin density factor was applied to calculate the number of 
penguins in in colony. The first step was to identify emperor penguin breeding sites. The 
locations from the Landsat analysis were used and  additionally the whole coastline of Antarctica 
was re-check for signs of penguin colonies, VHR imagery was downloaded at sites of known or 
suspected colony locations to confirm if there were indeed emperor penguins there and Quickbird 
quicklooks were used in addition to the Landsat ETM+ tiles used in the previous work. Forty six 
colonies were identified from Landsat and VHR imagery. All but one these colonies were analysed 
with imagery from a single breeding season (2009), the exception being one small colony that was 
analysed from 2008 data.  
 
To improve upon the Barber-Meyer methodology the Quickbird imagery was pansharpened using 
an Intensity/Hue/saturation method. Doing this on-the-fly in ArcMap does not allow for the use 
of an infrared channel, but by using the “Create Pansharpeden Raster Dataset” tool in 
ArcCatalogue allows the extra infrared band to be utilized. The supervised classification, uses the 
“Maximum Likelihood Classification” tool in ArcGIS. The first step is create a signature point 
dataset. Point were digitized identifying classes of guano, shadow, snow penguins and potentially 
other areas (dark-shadow, light-guano etc.). Between two too six classes were used, but more 
commonly four was sufficient. Up to 100 signatures were created for each class in each image, the 
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number of signatures varies depending upon image complexity and the spectral separation 
between classes. Once the class signatures are identified these are used in the maximum likelihood 
classification to divide the image into the relevant classes. The method is manually intensive as 
often the first attempt needs to be refining, with more signature or more classes being added or 
adjusted until the resulting classification matches a visual check. Usually between two too nine 
attempts were made. The more complex images, where heavy guano staining or striping affected 
the image, tended to be the ones where more classes were required. Several colonies were 
particularly difficult (those images classes as poor in the image notes on table 1 in the paper), 
these images were assessed by two operators until a consensus could be made on the 
classification. Two images, from Cape Washington and Haswell Island, were especially 
problematic and no consensus could be made on the counts. These two images were classed as 
“bad” and alternative images were source and re-analysed until a consensus could be made. Half 
the images were assessed by myself and half by Michelle LaRue at the Polar Geospatial Center in 
Minneapolis. In cases of heavy striping of shadowed areas images were cropped into two or more 
image segments and individual classification assessments carried out on each subset.  
 
Two checks were made on the consistency of the image classification; the first involved a number 
of colonies being cross-check by the other operator. The second was made by having three 
operators – myself, Michelle and Claire Porter at the Polar Geospatial Center, each assess the one 
of the image from each quality class.   The image quality was divided into four classes based upon 
the difficulty inherent in making a successful classification. The classes were; good, fair, poor or 
bad – note that the bad images were rejected and alternative images were sourced. A typical 
image was chosen from each class and each operator analysed this image using the supervised 
classification technique. The results were compared for variance. It was found that the correlation 
between operators for the good image were within 2.5%, fair to within 7.5% and poor to within 
15%. The bad image had a difference of up to 50%, but none of these classes of images were used 
in the final analysis. These confidence intervals were used along with other statistical assessments 
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in calculating the probable population and confidence intervals at each of the 46 colonies (Table 3 
in the paper). 
 
To change the area figure output from the supervised classification we used a robust regression 
technique. . The robust regression is often used in population modelling and is considered to give 
a better fit to a distribution than the similar least-square-fit (LSF) technique which could be 
considered the standard regression method. Robust regression is less susceptible to the effects of 
statistical outliers than LSF. Outliers away from the average distribution in the more simple LSF 
analysis can anomalously skew the regression, so a robust regression, as its name implies, is 
considered statistically better than a standard LSF. The Robust regression was done in the R 
statistical package. 
 
Paper 4  
This paper was observation based. The analysis of the location of the emperor penguin colony on 
the Shackleton Ice Shelf was one of the few analytical parts of the paper. The location of the 
emperor penguin colony was plotted onto sea ice concentration data, modelled by the University 
of Bremen from passive microwave data from AMSR-E data (see Spreen et al. 2008. Sea ice 
remote sensing using AMSR-E 89-GHz channels. JGR. 113.C2) and is available at high temporal 
resolution (approximately once per week). We had information on the location of the Shackleton 
Ice Shelf emperor penguin colony for five years and by plotting the penguin colony locations onto 
the sea ice data a clear pattern emerged; when the sea ice concentration to the north of the ice 
shelf in late March was high the penguins located on the sea ice itself, but when there was no sea 
ice the colony relocated onto the ice shelf.  Late March to early April is a critical time for emperor 
penguins as it is when the adult males prospect for colony locations. Once the colony located in 
one place it stayed there for the rest of the breeding season.  
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Paper 5. 
This was a more analytical paper that developed an algorithm to find areas of guano using the 
spectral information from Landsat ETM+ imagery. The spectral analysis was applied to a single, 
top-of-atmosphere corrected Landsat 7 ETM+ scene, using the visible, near and shortwave 
infrared bands. The results were compared to the locations of known colonies and archival 
records. Several classification methods were trailed including two types of unsupervised 
classification (K-mean and iso-clusters) as well as the maximum likelihood supervised 
classification we had used for the emperor penguin study. The last technique we test was a 
Spectral Angle Mapper routine in ENVI software. Only the spectral Angle Mapper gave good 
results, the supervised classification, of which I had lot of experience, performed surprisingly 
poorly. The Spectral Angle mapper is a target finding algorithm which matches the spectral 
profile from training pixels and ranks each pixel in the image with an index of how close its 
profile is to the training pixels. As the routine uses to the angles between spectral bands, rather 
than the absolute values, it is immune to changes in overall illumination. We used training pixels 
from two well-known Adelie penguin colonies where closely packed birds gave pixels wholly 
covered in guano to minimise the effect of mixed pixels. Some trial-and-error was need to set the 
angle threshold and this was done by assessing the results of several test applications to the size 
and shape of well mapped Adelie penguin colonies, of which there are several in the area of the 
Landsat EM+ scene. The resulting output is a grid of pixels each with a number that can be 
considered a ratio of spectral nearness to the test pixels. By testing this against known locations it 
was found that the lowest third of returned pixels were not associated with any colonies, and so 
these were eliminated from the analysis. The resulting pixels were considered as likely guano 
sites. 
 
 
 
